CROSSWORD
No. 15,569 Set by MONK

ACROSS
7 Cheese, a little green one, with nothing at all for wrapping (4)
8 International ministry adding English folio in double index (10)
10 Will I get indemnified covering this musician? (6)
11 Intense academic, old, turned on and off (8)
12 Result of straining pro overturned in report (8)
13 Approve traitor on condition that morality is finally observed (6)
15 New direction for stopping bad reaction and rash (13)
18 Thoroughly investigate bishop for breaking plates in Lambeth? (6)
20 Tree god, sporting beard, on horse (8)
22 Some brass rubbings orginally pinched by grave individual (8)
24 Port wine, a quarter of it, consumed by bum (6)
25 Warning man on board in crew’s quarters (10)
26 Seeing that limitless existence – pull the other one (2,2)

DOWN
1 Final Indie and FT vie for circulation (10)
2 Sublime joke not good for charming? (8)
3 Several countries collectively deploy force in republic, ignoring cost (6)
4 In Troon, take out good new driver by all means (2,6)
5 Running against former Labour leader (2,4)
6 Youngster clear about English uprising (4)
9 Renewal of Pilsner – the men are blotto (13)
14 Desire full bust? – here's Iris (5-2-3)
16 Answer for nothing in hypothetical subject (8)
17 After that, avifauna regularly circulating about capital (8)
19 Propulsion unit black following crash (3-3)
21 Season with berry, reportedly (6)
23 Fight island to stop corruption (4)

Solution 15,568
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